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CHICAGO, IL—At its best, art writing adopts the approach of the method actor: the
writer enters the psyche of the artist, and in this act of self-deception, strings together
words into a text whose structure adopts how the artist thinks. The reader should leave
with the phantom of an encounter that emulates the work. It is a practice in forced
empathy that hinges upon the transmutation of the writer’s mind into the artist’s
hand. In this process of fictionalization, effective writing about art veers away from
translation and description and instead inches toward fabrication and fantasy—a
falsehood that communicates visuality more truthfully through text. Harold Bloom
called this purposeful misunderstanding of a source (for him literature, but here as art),
‘poetic misprision’; a term that defines how a fact-based reading of reality must suffer
to reach closer accuracy.
For an artist like Jacob Hashimoto (b. Colorado, 1973), in his seventh solo exhibition
entitled Misunderstandings at Rhona Hoffman Gallery, one must think in layers. The
sculptures are made of dense compositions of elaborately patterned and collaged
bamboo and rice paper kites. Kaleidoscopic images emerge that reference virtual
space, natural environments, the cosmos etc. Though remarkably stable, their images
imbue a, movable quality that is closer to woven textiles, or pixels, than to canvas.
Working against the demand of linear logic—the urge for artists to provide digestible
explanations into the ‘meaning’ behind their work, particularly in abstraction—lies at
the core of Hashimoto’s resistance toward the dogmatic impulse, which the artist
credits as contributing to “the death of poetry.”1 The deficiency is not that of language,
but how it is instrumentalized.
Bypassing the persistent and vexing Greenbergian dilemma of painting vs. sculpture—
when has it mattered?—Hashimoto’s work encourages us to address stratums of
experience. We can imagine a text that portrays being, as if we were the threads of
string passing through the eye of a needle. Or tessellating sheets of sliced paper in
states of suspension upon a filament. Perhaps passages that observe how flatness is
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Author in conversation with the artist, July 2021.
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